
ineo customisation
Add a personal touch to your office device 
Up to now, users have had little or no chance of individualising a multifunctional office  
device to suit their specific requirements or tastes. Develop’s ineo customisation app offers  
a variety of customisation options for the user interface, operating display and outward  
appearance of an ineo multifunctional device. 

 

I N D I V I D UA L I SAT I O N



Personalised user interfaces 
Customise the user interface of ineo devices to suit 
each user’s needs in multiple user offices! That saves 
a lot of time in routine office tasks such as printing, 
scanning or copying. Rarely used functions can be 
removed from the operating panel so each user can 
focus on their particular frequently used features, 
functions and display-activated workflows. Besides, 
you can have the screen design adapted to display a 
cost-effective standardised user interface that simpli-
fies operation while maximising the user experience.

Your own customised display
ineo customisation lets you show useful information 
on the ineo display when the device is idle. This means 
you can offer users helpful assistance, have a corporate 
logo or message displayed or even show an advert if the 
device is located in a supermarket, department store or 
copy shop. If your business has multiple devices or wants 
to frequently change the screensaver, you can store 
screensavers on a server and stream them to the device 
as needed. This avoids unnecessary network traffic.

Eye-catching individualised looks
Why not brighten up your ineo multifunctional device 
by choosing one of our eye-catching, professionally 
designed decors? They are easy to apply and can be just 
as easily removed without leaving sticky traces. You 
can choose the decor you fancy at your Develop dealer 
or even design your own. Just contact your Develop 
dealers for details.

For more information please visit:
http://www.develop.eu/en/products/customisation.html

Key benefits 
• Enables a more flexible,  

mobile work style

• One app to print, scan,  
store and manage business  
documents

• Intuitive usability
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